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Abstract. One of the main problems of wet plant products drying processes is the long 
duration of thermal tartarization, which consequently leads to the diminution of the quality 
indices. This problem is exacerbated in the case of oil products drying, high in fatty acids 
receptive to oxidation processes. For such products, especially granulation, as grape seeds 
are, drying in a suspended layer with microwave application is beneficial. This method 
allows automatic selection of already dried particles from the seed table and removing 
them from the heating zone, thus ensuring a maximum reduction of heat treatment time, so 
also favorable conditions for oxidation of fatty acids. The paper presents the construction of 
a laboratory installation for the study of the kinetics of drying processes in suspended layer 
with microwave application. The installation allows the online recording of the 
temperature, speed and humidity of the air in oilseeds and out and periodic recording of the 
mass decrease of the product.  

 

 Introduction 
Taking into account that grapes contain up to 7% seeds, after their processing, in the 

Republic of Moldova annually approx. 18-20 thousand tons of grape seeds are obtained. 
The industrial processing of grape seeds reflects a number of specific technological 
operations including drying [4, 6, 16]. 

At the moment there are many researches in the field of drying process optimization 
of plant seeds, including grapes, through various methods of energy input: convection, in 
the microwave field, with the application of ultrasound, infrared rays, etc. Convection drying 
is one of the simplest and most commonly used methods, but which is accompanied by a 
long duration of the process, and as a consequence, diminished quality of the finished 
product (appearance of microflora, creation of oxidation conditions, etc.) [6, 13, 14]. 

Application of electromagnetic fields of different wavelengths (microwave, infrared, 
etc.) essentially intensifies the process, ensuring a much higher quality of dry seeds. 
Particular effects in order to obtain an optimal correlation between quality and energy 
consumption are observed when applying convection in combination with the energy of the 
electromagnetic fields [9, 10]. The application of ultrasound is an efficient source of 
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intensification of the drying process of the plants of porous capillary structure highlighted 
but weaker to the seeds, however this method ensures a certain degree of sterilization “in 
the cold” [11, 15, 18]. 

Discussions, often contradictory, also take place in view of the state of the product 
layer upon drying (fixed bed, sliding bed, vibrating bed, fluidized bed, etc.) [12]. Although 
drying in mobile bed (fluidizing, vibrating or suspended) creates a better contact of the seed 
surface with the air and reduces the influence of the border layer, thus ensuring an 
intensification of the mass exchange between the product and the environment, however, 
most authors are skeptical about this method because of the risk of crack formation in the 
seed bark, caused by the mechanical impact between them or between the seeds and the 
walls of the drying chamber. However, we believe that the mobile bed can be successfully 
used in drying processes, but for this it is necessary that the velocity of the air flow is also 
determined due to the fact that the kinetic energy transmitted to the seeds is insufficient 
for the creation of cracks at collision. 

In this case, one of the methods of the grape seeds drying process intensification can 
be considered to dry in a suspended layer with internal heat sources application - 
microwaves. This method increases the quality of the dry product and reduces the energy 
consumption due to the selective application of drying time for each particle, so that, once 
humidity is reached to the final value, the particle is eliminated from the heat treatment 
area. In order to research the above mentioned drying process, a laboratory installation has 
been developed which is described in the present article. 

 

 I. Materials and methods 
Air flow and speed in the experimental drying plant have been determined based on 

the mass balance equation. The intensity of electromagnetic field required for the product 
lifting has been determined on the basis of heat balance equation, the constructive 
elements of the installation were selected  through calculation of resistance. All these 
calculations were performed taking into account MathCad 15 software. 

The 3D SolidWord 3D design software was used to design the installation. 
The simulation of the kinematics and dynamics of the mixture of air (drying agent) 

and grape seeds was performed using the ANSYS software, applying the laws of numerical 
methods. 

As the internal heating source was accepted 2450 MHz frequency microwaves 
generated by a magnetron 2M210-M1 Panasonic type rated power of 900 W. 

 

 II. Results and Discussion 
In order to obtain a stable seed bed, an air velocity corresponding to that of the 

floating particles it is required in our case 8.5 m/s, which cannot be modified. Thus, the 
variation of the productivity of the drying plant can be achieved only by changing the 
diameter of the aerodynamic tube in which this suspended bed is created, so the air flow is 
directly proportional to the productivity, and constitutes for grape seeds 430 m3/(h.kg). 
Obviously, with an increased air flow and taking into account that not all the heat will be 
transmitted from the air to the product, the convection heating of the seeds in a suspended 
bed becomes unprofitable, it is accompanied by essential heat losses with the air used. In 
order to reduce the heat loss, the thermal energy released in the product (seeds) was 
accepted as a result of the electromagnetic fields - microwaves acting. Microwaves only 
possible to heat the product, excluding heat losses removed from the workroom with drying 
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agent (air) and reducing them to the minimum from walls environment. At the same time, 
the given method of applying the heat energy allows the localization of the heating (drying) 
process only in the area of formation of the electromagnetic field, which coincides with the 
one of suspension (floating) of the wet granules, thus ensuring a good self-selection of the 
dry particles. 

The drying system consists of the carcas 1 (figure 1) on which the construction 
elements are mounted, namely: the power supply unit consisting of the lock 5 driven by the 
electric motor 12; the drying system (air) supply system, consisting of the fan 4 operated by 
the electric motor 13 and the air filter 11; the aerodynamic tube 6 with a conical shaped 
section on which the drying chamber 8 is fitted, equipped with the magnetron 7; the 
exhaust system consisting of the exhaust pipe 9 and the cyclone 10. 

The system is equipped with temperature sensors and humidity of the air mounted at 
the inlet and outlet of the aerodynamic tube 6. The air speed is controlled within the limits 
0...20 m/s by changing the fan speed 13 using the frequency converter 2, which allows us to 
ensure the suspended bed not only for grape seeds with other granular products that have a 
much higher floating speed. The temperature of the product in the microwave heating zone 
is measured with the EC060V type thermoset., measurement error ± 0,99ºC. The mass 
decrease of the product is determined by the periodic extraction of samples from the drying 
area and their subsequent weighing on the electronic scale type JJ2000B, measurement 
error ± 0,01g. 

 

Figure 1. General view of the drying plant in suspended layer: 1 - carcase; 
2 – frequency converter; 3 – control panel; 4 - fan; 5 - sluice; 6 – aerodynamic tube;  

7 – magnetron; 8 – drying room; 9 – outlet pipe; 10 - cyclone; 11 - filter;  
12 – electric motor; 13 – electric motor. 

 

As mentioned above, the stability of the bed suspended by the seeds was ensured by 
the air speed being consistent with the speed of the floating seeds., but at the same time 
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this is due to the specific shape tability of aerodynamic tube 6, which shows two truncated 
cones (a speaker and a biasing) overlay. The area of formation of the bed is in the place of 
overlap of these two geometric figures, in which the air velocity is maintained, 
corresponding to the speed of seed drift.  

The geometrical shape of the aerodynamic tube 6 was developed using the computer 
simulation of the kinetics and dynamics of the air-seed mixture flow through it from the 
considerations of obtaining in the drying area a stable seed bed in suspended state  
(figure 2). Thus, the areas A and C is the maximum speed of the mixture (aprox. 15 m/s), so 
the particles travel through them without being noticed, and in zone B (consisting of a 
diffuser and overlapping confuser), due to the slow enlargement of the diffuser's diameter, 
the air velocity decreases to the value of the flowing of the wet seeds. (8,5 m/s) [3, 4]. Due 
to the inertia forces, the area in which the air velocity is set equal to that of the wet seed 
float was obtained in the second half of the confounder. This is where the product is heated 
in the microwave field. With the drying (mass reduction) of the particles, the floating speed 
also decreases, so that the already dried particles are driven by the flow of air and moved 
from the heating zone. Due to the further narrowing of the conical area, the air velocity 
increases, which ensures a better entrainment of the dry granules, which is further 
eliminated from the aerodynamic tube due to the increased mixing speed in zone A [5]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Variation of linear speed over the entire section of the tube with three zones.

 

Drying plant operates in the following way. The wet granules are charged through 
the lock 5 in the lower area of the aerodynamic tube, where they are taken by the air flow 
carried by the fan 4. In zone B (in the middle of the confounder) the wet granules stop and 
go into a state of suspension, being in a Brownian state of motion. In the present area an 
electromagnetic field is formed, which subjects to volume heating air blown granules, 
drying them. The dry granules, losing weight, rise in the upper area of the confuser where 
they are driven by the air flow with increasing speed and through tube A they are conveyed 
in cyclone 10 where the separation of the dry product takes place. 
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Conclusion 
The proposed laboratory installation for kinetics research of wet granular products 

drying process in a suspended layer and subjected to heat treatment with microwave 
application allows to obtain a stable suspended bed. The air speed can be adjusted within 
the range 0 - 20 m/s, which allows the installation to be used for a wide range of granular 
products, the floating speed within the given range. The possibility of regulating the 
temperature of the product within the limits of 20 – 100 OC is sufficient to research drying 
processes of wet granular products of plant origin. The installation allows online recording 
of temperature, speed and humidity of the air in and out and periodic recording of product 
mass decrease.  
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